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• Gunpowder had to be stored and be dry 
to be immediately available

• “Keep your powder dry” means “remain 
calm, keep cool” (NY Times)

• In the context of private equity, dry 
powder refers to cash still available for 
investment purposes or “unspent 
capital”, i.e. committed capital by LPs 
that has not been invested yet

Dry Powder in Private Equity Funds
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Contract features
• Fees (GP compensation) : Management fees / Carry 

interest / Monitoring fees/ Transaction fees
• Hurdle rate 
• Catch-up
• Waterfalls
• Clawback
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We model GP investment behavior based on their expected fees

High dry powder
è Loss in management fees
è Delaying investment to capture 

better opportunities
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The paper in a nutshell



The paper in a nutshell

We model the GP investment behavior when the basis of fee computation changes

• The expected fees of GP depend on the expected return of the GP, the carry 
and management fees, exit rate and time to exit. In a first extension, we 
introduce deal leverage

• Management fees, leverage and expected returns outcome as having a 
material impact on the dry powder from the revenue management model
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The paper in a nutshell

• Data: 383 fund sponsoring 1,011 US LBO deals during the period 1980 – 2019
• Small funds, funds with low management fees or GP with a weak track 

record are more likely to have an abnormal level of dry powder at the end 
of the investing period

• This situation leads to agency costs: We give evidence of loss in performance 
for funds with abnormal dry powder at the end of the investing period
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We analyze the impact of fees, GP expected return (based on its past performance) 
on the abnormal level of dry powder at the end of the investment period 



The paper in a nutshell

• Data: from 105 to 230 deals on which we have sufficient information (deal 
terms and exit conditions)

• We find that high levels of dry powder lead to investment distortions where 
GPs  focus more on maximizing their fees rather than maximizing the value 
for LPs
• Deals undertaken at the end of the investing period by funds with a large 

volume of dry powder are under-leveraged, are larger and performed 
with less syndication to maximize the equity spent 
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We examine the characteristics of deals performed at and after vintage year + 4
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Theoretical model
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R: Expected return
b: Option to delay
a: % of invested capital

K: Total committed capital
T2: Time to exit
x: Disinvestment rate
D: Duration

Investment period

T1

Harvesting period

T2

!" : Management fees
!# : Carried interest
e: Hurdle rate

Variables
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Scenario 1 (DP = 0 )

Theoretical model

Where
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Scenario 2 (DP > 0 )

Theoretical model

Where
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Scenario 1 (DP = 0 )

Indifference relationship

Theoretical model

Scenario 1 (DP > 0 )



Theoretical model
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Fee compensation scheme and DP
Variation of 100 basis points

Management fees Carry

Change in dry 
powder by 30 
basis points

Change in dry 
powder by 1.6 

basis points
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An increase of expected returns of 10%

Dry powder decreases by 3%

Theoretical model
GP expected return and DP
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Theoretical model
Extension 1

Introducing leverage L= D/K

Indifference relationship
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Dry powder Leverage 

Mngnt fees    Leverage

Theoretical model
Extension 1
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Dry powder Leverage 

Carry                Leverage

Theoretical model
Extension 1
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Dry powder Leverage 

Exp returns        Leverage

Theoretical model
Extension 1



Data  

S&P CIQ
database

LBO deals: Going Private Transaction, LBO, MBO,SBO, Platform
Deal information: Entry price, entry multiple, target financial 
metrics, deal syndication 
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EIKON Eikon LBO loans – Adding information on the deal leverage



Data (continued) 
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Private Capital Deals Search Buyout – Adding information on the 
price/multiple

Private Capital Cash Flow – Adding information on fund cash-flow 
distributions and dry powder

Preqin
modules

Private Capital Exits Search Buyout – Adding information on the 
exit, investment duration, type of exit

Private Capital Funds – Adding information on GP characteristics 
(fund number series, fund size, fees structure, fundraising info)

Private Capital Performance – Adding information on GP 
performance



Summary statistics (1)
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Summary statistics (2)



Empirical analysis > Fund level analysis (1)
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Empirical results > Fund-level analysis (1)
Fund / GP features and dry powder (Table 6) – Sample 1.2

86% of our funds change 
the basis for fee 
computations in the 
harvesting period
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Fund / GP features and dry powder (Table A.3) – Sample: All closed PE funds (Preqin)

Empirical results > Fund-level analysis (2)
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Fund / GP features and dry powder (Table A.4) – Sample 1.2 – OLS regression

Empirical results > Fund-level analysis (3)
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Empirical analysis > Fund level analysis (2)
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Dry powder and fund sponsor performance (Table 7) – Sample 1.2

Empirical results > Fund-level analysis (4)
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Dry powder and fund sponsor performance (Table A.5) – Sample: All closed PE funds (Preqin). 

Empirical results > Fund-level analysis (5)
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Empirical analysis > Deal level analysis

*
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Dry powder and deal size (Table 10) – Sample 1.2

Empirical results > Deal-level analysis (1)
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Dry powder and cash on cash return (Table 9) – Sample 1.3 

Empirical results > Deal-level analysis (2)
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Dry powder and cash on cash return (Table A.6) – Preqin databases (deals and fund info)

Empirical results > Deal-level analysis (3)
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Dry powder and deal pricing (Table 11) – Sample 1.2
Empirical results > Deal-level analysis (4)
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Dry powder and leverage (Table 12) – Sample 2.2

Empirical results > Deal-level analysis (5)
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Dry powder and deal syndication (Table 13) – Sample 1.2 

Empirical results > Deal-level analysis (6)
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Concluding remarks

● Policy making

○ Design of optimal contract between GP and LPs: Focus on management fee and 
fee computation basis

○ New insight about the efficiency of GP-LPs contract terms: GP objective to 
maximize value creation for LP versus objective maximize the fee collection

● Next steps

○ Merge with other datasets to increase observations

○ Improve theoretical modelling

○ Work on you feedback J (very first presentation)
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Thanks a lot for your attention !
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